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Subject

The decision of asset managers and hedge funds are typically driven by signals that encompass a vision
on future returns within a basket of financial instruments. Such signals are heterogeneous in nature:
some of them reflect short-term expectation about the future price trajectory (hours or days), whereas
others might reflect long term macroeconomic expectations (years). Whereas in absence of transaction
costs, there is a standard way of blending those signals into a unique predictor [3], in presence of
costs slow and fast signals might require a different trading style. Unfortunately, besides some simple
cases [2], the general solution to the optimal mixing problem is mathematically intractable. Analytical
insight can be obtained only in ad-hoc settings by resorting to clever tricks [1, 4].
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On the other hand, some progress can be made by employing mean-field approximations and nu-
merical exploration, which is the goal of this internship. We would like to build an intuition of what
the optimal mixing policy for heterogeneous trading signal is in some simple, stylized case, possibly
capturing that within a toy model providing an intuition on what should happen in more realistic cases.

The internship will be held within the CFM Chair of Econophysics and Complex Systems at Ecole
polytechnique (visit www.econophysix.com) in close connection with Iacopo Mastromatteo and Michael
Benzaquen (Capital Fund Management). The internship will comprise theoretical and numerical com-
ponents. A good background in data analysis and Python is advised.
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